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vicinity of the laser ‘hot spot’ on the glass surface. We proceed to

study the size of the microbubble as a function of laser power and

obtain clear signatures of phase explosion in water as we describe

subsequently. Also, the process of growth of a cavitation bubble

formed due to incidence of pulsed laser is an adiabatic process.

However, in the presence of a continuous wave laser, the very

mechanism is different since energy is exchanged with surround-

ings through the formation of surface tension gradients that drive

Marangoni convection. The only constraint is that the tempera-

ture of the point of incidence of the laser is constant in time and

so this mechanism can be called isothermal. This paper develops

an approach to study the problem in such a case, and in general,

helps develop a framework to allow the study of microfluidics in

complex boundary conditions.

On another note, we have developed a new method of

controlled lithography using thermo-optically manipulated mi-

crobubbles in an aqueous dispersion of SOMs17. The method

relies on Marangoni convection that initiates due to the temper-

ature, and resultant surface tension gradient across the bubble

which has one of its ends in contact with the laser ‘hot spot’, and

the opposite end in water at a much lower temperature. The

Marangoni convection leads to flow of SOM particles in the aque-

ous dispersion towards the bubble that eventually adhere to the

base of the bubble and undergo a phase transition to form crys-

talline SOMs. Manipulation of the bubble causes a continuous

deposition of particles, thus creating controlled patterns17. The

pattern width depends on the size of the micro bubble, which in

turn is dependent on the heat dissipated from the hot spot in the

aqueous dispersion. Thus, a study of the bubble size as a function

of laser intensity provides valuable information about the dissipa-

tion of the heat locally, which in turn, is decided by the dynamics

of the flow created by the bubble. Such a study also provides

a means of manipulating the bubble size upon tuning the laser

power and can be very useful for feedback protocols when try-

ing to control the pattern widths in an automated fashion. The

controlled creation of small bubbles can also be useful for manip-

ulating the near field of light, having a significant reflectivity at

the air-water interface18, and could also affect surface plasmon

propagation19.

2 Experimental system

The experimental system has been described in detail in Ref.17.

Here we describe it briefly. The apparatus is developed around

an optical tweezers system consisting of an inverted microscope

(Zeiss Axiovert.A1) with a 100X high numerical aperture (NA)

objective lens (NA=1.41). The sample is taken inside a glass

sample chamber constructed out of a glass microscope slide (top

surface) and a cover slip (bottom surface) stuck together by a

double-sided sticky tape. The top slide was pre-coated in micro-

scopic regions with crystalline SOMs using the patterning method

described in Ref.17. The sample consists of an aqueous dispersion

of the SOM that was prepared by dispersing 817.6 mg of am-

monium heptamolybdate tetrahydrate (from Sigma Aldrich) in 4

mL of water which was warmed until a homogeneous dispersion

that scattered laser light was obtained. This led to the forma-

tion of SOM nanotube bundles, details of which can be found

in Ref.15,16. The bundles are finally between 2-5 microns in size,

and are rather arbitrarily shaped. This dispersion was then cooled

to room temperature, and around 100 µl of it was typically taken

in the sample chamber. A laser at 1064 nm (Lasever LSR1064ML)

of maximum power 500 mW was coupled into the microscope us-

ing coupling optics consisting of mirrors and lenses, so that be-

yond the 100X objective, a focal spot of diameter around 1 µm

was obtained. This spot was aligned using the microscope scan-

ning stage on a pre-coated SOM region of the top slide of the

sample chamber with the help of a camera (Axiocam) attached to

the side-port of the microscope. The maximum power obtained

at the focal spot was around 100 mW, which was measured with

a power meter probe (Thorlabs PM100D) that was placed on the

exit pupil of the objective lens. Due to the high absorption of

the coated SOMs and the high laser intensity at the focal spot,

a bubble was formed around the laser ‘hot spot’. A schematic of

the bubble grown on the top slide and the resultant convective

flows is shown in Fig. 1(a). We will later go on to show why the

formation of the bubble indeed marks superheating in water. The

bubble was imaged by the microscope camera and its size was

measured using a pixel to physical distance calibration provided

in the camera software.

3 Results and Discussions

3.1 Experimental results

3.1.1 Measurement of bubble size

Our first task was to check the size of the bubble as a function

of illumination time of the laser. For this, we grew bubbles at

different laser powers and measured the bubble size as a func-

tion of time with the laser on. The results of that experiment are

shown in Fig. 1(b). It is clear that the bubble diameter increased

rapidly (in time scales faster than the camera frame rate which is

25fps), after which it became constant, and remained so over a

time period of minutes. The diameter also depended on the laser

power, and was larger for higher power (note that a comprehen-

sive discussion on all the factors on which bubble size depends

is provided in Ref.17). The reason for the constancy in diameter

is understandable. As described earlier, and elaborated in Ref.17,

the bubble leads to rapid accumulation of SOMs at its base due

to high convective flows set up around it owing to Marangoni

convection. Thus, a ring of SOM material is formed almost im-

mediately tracing the circle encompassing the bubble surface in

contact with the top slide, as is shown in Fig. 1(c). More and more

SOM particles are deposited with time such that the thickness of

the ring increases. This ring essentially prevents the flow of water

towards the hot spot, thus effectively stopping further increase in

the size of the bubble. It is also an interesting exercise to measure

the contact angle of a bubble on the glass substrate as a func-

tion of bubble size. We perform this by a method demonstrated

in Fig. 1(d) where we use simple trigonometry to determine the

contact angle θ as arcsinAB/BO, with AB and BO being the radius

of the ring of material around the bubble (shown in dashed lines)

and the radius of the bubble, respectively. We measure the two

radii for different bubble sizes from images of a bubble and the

ring of material assembled at its base. As expected, the contact
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form y = k0 +k1x+k2x2, so that finally, we have for the velocity vx

vx = −4.33x+(mTH +n), or (1)

vx = −4.33x+(k0 + k1TH)+ k2(TH −Tth)
2 (2)

Where m = 0.18,n =−40,k0 = 142,k1 = 0.52,andk2 = 0.0007 as ob-

tained from Fig. 4, where TH is the temperature of the hot spot,

and Tth is the threshold temperature for bubble formation and

has been assumed to be 380 K, as we show later.

3.2 Theory and Simulations

3.2.1 Equilibrium or Critical radius of a bubble

It is well known in homogeneous nucleation theory in super-

heated liquids that phase bubbles nucleate and are stable only

if the radius is larger than the critical radius. The critical radius

is defined using the formula20

rc =
2γ

δ p
(3)

where the δp indicates the difference in pressure between the

inside of the bubble and the outside and γ indicates the surface

tension of water at a specific temperature - the values of which

have been taken from standard tables21. The pressure of the va-

por inside the bubble for a particular value of temperature was

calculated from the Antoine equation22.

log10(P) = a−
b

c+T
(4)

where P is the vapor pressure, T is the temperature and a, b, c

are component specific constants. The pressure in the water out-

side the bubble was assumed to be atmospheric pressure as the

sample chamber is mounted in open air. Initially, when the bub-

ble is formed, the pressure of the vapor is large such that the crit-

ical radius is small. Thus the bubble grows. However, as it grows,

the internal pressure drops till the point when the bubble radius

becomes equal to the critical radius, any further growth being not

allowed. We used this approach to understand the equilibrium ra-

dius of a bubble. Note that, the critical radius for a typical water

bubble is 20 nm at 500 K.

To determine the equilibrium radius, we developed a model in

which we considered a glass-water interface (for simplicity we

ignored the SOMs adsorbed on the glass surface) where a high

temperature region of 1 µm diameter is created on the glass sur-

face due to the tightly focused trapping beam. We then proceeded

to solve the heat equation to find the 3-dimensional temperature

distribution inside water due to the focused laser beam assuming

a certain temperature of the hot spot. We estimated the critical

radius for a bubble at each value of calculated temperature away

from the hot spot.

3.2.2 Numerical simulation design to find temperature dis-

tribution at the water-glass interface

The simulation was performed according to the schematic shown

in Fig. 1(a). We solved the advection-diffusion equation using a

finite difference method to model the spatial distribution of tem-

Fig. 4 This figure shows the intercept of the linear region of the

velocity-radius curve as a function of hot-spot temperature. This has

been fitted with two different types of fits to determine which fits better.

The first fit was a straight line of the form y = a + b x and the trend

incorporated into eq. 1. The second trend was a quadratic of the form

y = k0 + k1x+ k2x2. Both the fits seem comparable in terms of errors, and

so we applied them both to check best match of the simulations with

experimental data

perature (on the glass substrate and the water below it) as a func-

tion of time. Note that the time evolution is not at real time scales

at which the bubble actually grows (which is very fast, and may be

assumed to be in nanoseconds), but rather demonstrate a repre-

sentative growth as a function of time. We do not solve the Navier

Stokes equation coupled with the advection-diffusion equation

which would be computationally prohibitively expensive. We in-

stead choose a more realistic albeit emperical approach to model

the convective flows in the system, with an analytical function

constructed using data from the experiment. First, we just solved

the diffusion equation, excluding the advection terms to model

the temperature profile on the glass surface, i.e. along the x-axis

shown in Fig. 1(a). The laser spot was numerically reproduced by

explicitly maintaining the value at the center of the matrix at the

desired laser temperature. This solution was used as a boundary

condition to model the plane vertically below the laser spot, i.e.

along the −z-axis shown in Fig. 1(a). This 2D treatment suffices

under the assumption that the dynamics is symmetric around the

z-axis23.

The advection-diffusion partial differential equation when ex-

pressed in 2D cartesian co-ordinates is

∂T

∂ t
= D

[∂ 2T

∂x2
+

∂ 2T

∂y2

]

− vx
∂T

∂x
− vy

∂T

∂y
(5)

The equation has been discretized using the Alternate Direc-

tion Implicit method and then solved by the Tridiagonal matrix

solver24. It is essential that we have prior knowledge of the

boundary values of the temperature for all time steps. In this par-

ticular simulation we assumed that the boundaries are at room

temperature, that is 300k, at all times. The boundary conditions

used are: (i) the temperature far away (100 µm) from the hot

spot is the room temperature, and (ii) there is an insulating sur-

face onto which the hot spot is created. In addition, we have

assumed that the diffusion coefficient D does not have a spatial
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Fig. 8 This plot shows the value of the thermal diffusivity as a function

of temperature. The value of the diffusivity becomes very large as the

critical temperature of water is reached. The different constants used for

the diffusivity of water are obtained from the engineering tables 27.

Note that in this particular model, we are attempting to under-

stand the situation before the bubble reaches equilibrium, or at

time scales before the bubble is formed and when it is growing.

The flow velocity trends in Eqs. 1 and 2 are for bubbles under

equilibrium, so that the magnitude of the velocities would be dif-

ferent at times prior to this. Therefore, we use a scale factor to

control the magnitude of the velocity. Thus, the new equations

for the velocity become:

vx = A(−4.33x+(mTH +n)), and (6)

vx = A(−4.33x+(k0 + k1TH)+ k2(TH −Tth)
2) (7)

As the magnitude of convection velocity is increased to A = 0.01

of the velocity with the equilibrium bubble, the plateau formation

is gradually observed. The radius of the bubble for A = 0.075

becomes too small as compared to the experiment. We observe

that with a linear fit of the form as in Eq. 6 is unable to fit the

intercept of the straight line in Fig. 4 is not able to reproduce the

plateau formation in the radius. However, if a quadratic fit of the

nature of Eq. 7 is used, the fit matches the experimental curve

rather well, with A = 0.025. We have also used the variation of

the diffusion coefficient as a function of temperature, as shown

in Fig. 8, while doing the simulations. The diffusivity of water

depends upon thermal conductivity, specific heat of vapor and

density of water as D = Cp/κρ. The values of specific heat (Cp),

thermal conductivity (κ) and density of water (ρ) were obtained

from standard engineering tables27. Thus, as the temperature

approaches the critical temperature, the value of diffusivity shoots

up as shown in Fig. 8, so that the the size of the bubble from

simulation results match quite well with that from experiments.

This provides further confirmation of the fact that we do indeed

approach the spinodal limit in water in our experiments of Type

(b).

Thus, aided by the understanding of the results we obtained in

Type (b) experiments, we are also able to fully comprehend the

results obtained for Type (a). In that case, a single bubble was

formed and the laser power subsequently increased for the same

bubble.The increase in laser power increases the radial (along the

x-axis) temperature profile which in turn modulates the temper-

ature distribution in the liquid leading to an increase in tempera-

ture of the liquid near the bubble surface. For that enhanced tem-

perature, the critical radius is smaller than the radius of the bub-

ble which therefore becomes super-critical and starts expanding.

The expansion continues until the bubble-water interface temper-

ature intersects the new critical radius curve corresponding to the

enhanced laser power. Since the laser power is increased after the

bubble has formed, it is clear that the air inside the bubble pro-

vides some sort of a ‘shielding effect’ due to its much lower ther-

mal conductivity compared to water (almost 30 times28), which

prevents a larger increase in temperature near the bubble surface.

The equilibrium radii of the bubble at each laser power is reached

by an interplay of diffusion and convective flows, but as the laser

power is subsequently increased, the bubble grows at a rate that

is similar to the region where convective effects start dominating

in experiments of Type (b). This can be easily seen by a quan-

titative comparison of the slopes of the bubble diameter vs laser

power plots in Figs. 2(a) and (b). The slope of the straight line

in Fig. 2(a) is much lesser than the diffusion-dominated region

of Fig. 2(b) (i.e. the region between laser powers ∼16-30 mW),

but similar to that in the region where convection sets in (i.e. be-

tween laser powers ∼35-60 mW). The sharp increase in diameter

due to hot spot temperatures nearing the critical temperature of

water is never reached in Type (a) experiments since the water is

not in contact with the hot spot on the glass substrate due to the

presence of the air-bubble. It can be hypothesized that the phase

explosion akin to that seen in Type (b) experiments may be seen

in this case as well for much higher laser powers than what we

can presently achieve in our laboratory.

4 Conclusions

We have explored the spinodal limit in water by growing homo-

geneously nucleated bubbles in a soft oxometalate-water disper-

sion in contact with a glass substrate pre-coated with SOMs. The

bubbles are grown by tightly focusing an optical tweezers laser

beam at 1064 nm, where the soft oxometalates are absorbing,

on the pre-coated soft oxometalates so as to create a hot spot

on the glass substrate. The size of the bubble is determined by

the temperature of the hot spot that is controlled by the laser

power. We observe that the equilibrium size of bubbles created

at different laser powers is a function of the latter. The size in-

creases linearly at a rather fast rate initially, and then slows down

remarkably with change in laser power, before it increases drasti-

cally as the power is increased further. We explain this observa-

tion by a numerical simulation of the temperature profile around

the hot spot created on the glass surface, where we determine

the bubble size by calculating the critical radius (i.e. the max-

imum allowed size of the bubble) at each axial distance with a

known value of temperature. The temperature of the hot-spot is

held constant in the simulation. We observe that the experimen-

tal trend can be reproduced from simulation only by considering

convective flows of water set in by the formation of the bubble
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- the effect of which increase as the bubble size increases, thus

creating a large temperature gradient across it. The convection

velocities are estimated experimentally by measuring the flow of

polystyrene beads for equilibrium bubbles, and fitted to experi-

mental data by a scale factor which we determine emperically.

The simulated data matches with experiments quite well over the

entire range of hot spot temperature only when we consider the

values of diffusivity of water as a function of temperature, with

the diffusivity increasing drastically near the critical point. This

also establishes the fact that we do indeed approach the phase ex-

plosion point or spinodal limit of water. The bubble can thus serve

as an efficient probe for investigating flows on a microscopic do-

main. The dependence of bubble diameter on laser power is also

useful in a technique we have recently developed in forming con-

trolled patterns on a glass substrate by using a thermo-optically

manipulated bubble17. The pattern width depends on the bubble

size, and knowing the laser power dependence of the bubble size

would enable automation of the entire patterning process in the

future.
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We study the growth of a homogeneously nucleated micro-bubble amidst convective flows in water 

superheated close to the critical point. 
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